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Abstract. Migrating animals often divide their journey into alternating phases of migration bouts and stopping over. For investigating many questions of migration ecology it is crucial (1) to estimate the duration of stopover phases, and (2) to test whether animals of different groups differ in their stopover behavior. Using recent advances in capture–recapture statistics, we show how total stopover duration can be estimated from capture–recapture data. The probabilities of immigration are estimated and modeled by recruitment analysis and are converted into the time the animals spent at the stopover place before capture; the probabilities of emigration are estimated and modeled by survival analysis and are converted into the time the animals spent at the stopover place after capture. The sum of the two parts is the total stopover duration. Tests for differences between groups can be addressed by an appropriate model selection procedure. Two examples of migrating passerine birds at a stopover site in Switzerland illustrate this method. Mean total stopover duration was 12.3 d for Reed Warblers and 7.1 d for Reed Buntings. This was considerably higher than values obtained by the minimum stopover duration estimation (6.0 and 4.4 d, respectively). Because of the fundamental weaknesses of the minimum stopover duration estimation, which has been widely used in migration ecology, many findings obtained by this method need to be reconsidered.
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INTRODUCTION

Many animals are migratory and visit a series of distinct areas, each for only a restricted time period. Only in a few cases can the animals be surveyed continuously or their entry into and exit from a particular area be controlled reliably. In most cases, the arrival at and departure from a given area are not directly observable and, hence, the duration of the stay at a given place is not known and must be estimated. This is particularly true for migrant birds that usually divide their journey between the breeding and wintering grounds into phases of flights and stopovers. Although stopover duration of a few large birds can now be measured directly in individuals tracked by satellite telemetry (e.g., Fuller et al. 1995, Kjellén et al. 1997), the actual and foreseeable size and costs of satellite transmitters are still too large to be applied to large samples of small birds. At least in the case of birds and other animals that can be marked individually, other methods will have to be used, such as the estimation from capture–mark–recapture data.

In migratory birds, stopovers are usually much longer than flight bouts. Hence, the total time for a migratory journey and its partitioning is mainly determined by the time spent at stopover places. Together, stopover duration and the rate of replenishing energy reserves largely determine the migration strategy of a bird (Alerstam and Lindström 1990, Alerstam and Hedénström 1998). Both parameters may be adjusted in response to various ecological factors (e.g., food availability, expected distance to and expected energy accumulation rate at the next stopover place, predation risk, weather, endogenous time program; Gwinner 1990, Richardson 1990, Lindström et al. 1994, Fransson and Weber 1997, Fransson 1998) and are among the important parameters in models of optimal migration (Alerstam and Lindström 1990, Weber and Houston 1997, Weber et al. 1998). Despite the obvious importance of stopover duration for our understanding of the ecology of migration, no methods are available that reliably estimate stopover duration from capture–mark–recapture field data. This explains the serious lack of field studies relating stopover duration to ecological factors and testing models of optimal migration.

Marking birds individually with rings at stopover places provides capture–mark–recapture data that contain the information on stopover duration. An approach often used until recently is to calculate the so-called minimum stopover duration, which is the time elapsed between first and last capture (e.g., Cherry 1982, Lyons...
and Haig 1995, Morris et al. 1996). Apart from neglecting the time a bird may have spent at the stopover site before first capture and after last capture, this measure is based only on those birds caught at least twice and may not be representative of the entire population. Often, minimum stopover duration is used as a relative measure for the comparison of two or more groups of birds. However, because the time spent before first capture and after last capture, as well as capture probability, may vary among the comparison groups, this is not generally a valid approach. Minimum stopover duration is obviously not a useful correlate of total stopover duration.

A better approach is to analyze the capture–mark–recapture data with Cormack-Jolly-Seber models. This method allows estimation of survival and capture probabilities separately and, based on open populations, assumes that the estimated survival probability is the probability of staying at the stopover place. Simple formulas for the calculation of stopover duration can be used when survival and capture probabilities are assumed to be constant over time (Lavee et al. 1991, Holmgren et al. 1993), Kaiser (1995) and Pradel et al. (1997b) calculated stopover duration when survival and capture probabilities vary over time. However, the estimates of survival probabilities are conditioned on capture, i.e., the time the birds spend at a stopover place after they have been captured is estimated. The time the birds spent at the stopover place before capture remains unknown.

The aim of this study was to demonstrate how stopover duration can be estimated by making use of recent advances in capture–recapture data analysis (for modeling of survival, see Lebreton et al. [1992]; for recruitment analysis, see Pradel [1996]). The total stopover duration is calculated as the sum of the time the animal spent at the place before and after capture. For an animal captured at a given occasion, the probability of being in the population before this capture (the seniority probability) is estimated by means of a recruitment analysis (Pradel 1996). The probability of being in the population after this same capture is estimated by ordinary survival analysis, assuming that true survival is one. We developed a formula for the transformation of the survival and the seniority probabilities that change over time into total stopover duration (see the Appendix). Because there are no analytical formulas for the covariances between the survival and the seniority probabilities, the confidence intervals for total stopover duration have to be calculated using some nonparametric procedure. We give a recommendation for calculating these confidence intervals. Finally, in two examples we compare the estimates of total stopover duration with stopover durations obtained by the methods used earlier, and we show that stopover duration in small passerines has generally been underestimated.

Estimating Total Stopover Duration

Animals need to be marked individually so that the individual capture histories are available as an \( n \times m \) matrix, where \( m \) is the number of capture events and \( n \) is the number of birds caught. An element of the matrix \( I_{mn} \) is either zero (if the \( m \)th bird was not caught at the \( m \)th event), or one (if it was caught). For this study in which birds were caught daily over two to three months, we pooled this matrix over five days, resulting in a reduced matrix with \( n \times (m/5) \) dimensions. The determination of stopover duration consists of four steps: (1) goodness-of-fit test of a global model; (2) modeling of stopover duration before capture, by means of a recruitment analysis (Pradel 1996); (3) modeling of stopover duration after capture, with ordinary survival analysis (Lebreton et al. 1992); and (4) calculation of the means and variances of the total stopover duration, using the estimates and models obtained from steps two and three.

Goodness-of-fit test.—This test assesses whether a global model adequately fits the data (Lebreton et al. 1992). Goodness-of-fit tests identify, among others, the occurrence of heterogeneity of survival and capture probabilities between animals. One possible reason for the lack of fit stems from differences in capture probability between animals captured and those not captured at the previous occasion (immediate trap response models; Pradel 1993). Alternatively, the occurrence of transients (i.e., animals that stay one time unit only [transient models; Pradel et al. 1997a]) may contribute to poor fit. Transience, itself, is a biologically important phenomenon in the study of migration. For the examples that follow, we fitted the Cormack-Jolly-Seber model to both the full and pooled data sets with software REL-CR, a modified version of the software RELEASE (Burnham et al. 1987).

Modeling of stopover duration before capture.—This step is termed “modeling of immigration” or “modeling of stopover duration before capture.” By performing a survival analysis run backwards in time, separate estimates of the probability of having been in the population before the current capture (denoted as \( \gamma \)) and of the probability of capture (\( r \)) are obtained (Pradel 1996). Technically, this can be done by reversing the capture histories and then performing a survival analysis. The probability of immigration (1 – \( \gamma \)) cannot be estimated precisely if birds born during the study period add to the sample. Because migration generally does not overlap with breeding, this presented no problem in the examples that follow. Here, we calculated the estimates with the software SURGE 5 (Reboulet et al. 1999), and fitted models that had either time-dependent or constant parameter structures. Model selection followed the suggestions of Lebreton et al. (1992) and was based on the Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) and on likelihood ratio tests between nested models.
Modeling of stopover duration after capture.—This step is termed “modeling of emigration” or “modeling of stopover duration after capture.” With a survival analysis, separate estimates of the probability of capture \( p \) and of the probability of survival \( \phi \) were obtained (Lebreton et al. 1992). The estimated probability of survival \( \phi \) is the product of two probabilities that could only be separated by multistate models (Nichols and Kendall 1995): the true probability of survival \( \phi^* \), and the probability of staying in the area \( \phi^{**} \), i.e., not emigrating. However, because true survival rate \( \phi^* \approx 1 \) over the rather short period of stopover of migrating birds, the estimated values \( \phi \) are almost equal to the probabilities of staying in the area \( \phi^{**} \). Model selection followed the same procedures as described for the modeling of immigration.

Calculation of stopover duration from \( \gamma \) and \( \phi \).—The total stopover duration of birds captured at occasion \( i \) is the sum of the time they have stayed before capture (recruitment analysis) and the time they will stay thereafter (survival analysis). We first consider how to calculate stopover duration after \( i \), \( S_a \). This is equivalent to calculating a “life expectancy in the site” from the probabilities of staying in the area estimated in the previous step. It requires two additional assumptions. First, we assume that the instantaneous rate of departure is constant within each interval. This is not a very strong assumption, and a reasonable one without indications to the contrary. The most difficult point was to decide what should be the probabilities of staying in the area beyond the study period. Note also that, if these probabilities are estimated with model \{\( \phi, p \)\}, the last separate estimate of \( \phi \) is the one referring to the period between the last-but-two and the last-but-one capture occasions, because the probability of staying during the last interval is confounded with the capture probability at the last occasion (Darroch 1959).

For the first nonestimable \( \phi \), we opted in all cases for a weighted gliding average involving the last three estimable \( \phi \)’s. If there are \( n \) estimable \( \phi \)’s, we estimate the probability of staying one occasion beyond the study period \( \phi_{n+1} \) as follows:

\[
\phi_{n+1} = \frac{\phi_{n} + 2\phi_{n-1} + 4\phi_{n-2}}{7}.
\]

Assuming \( \phi_{n+1} \) as defined by Eq. 1 to be valid indefinitely after the study period, it was possible to find the formula for \( S_a \) (see the Appendix for derivation):

\[
S_a = \sum_{j=n}^{\infty} \left( \prod_{j=1}^{n-1} \phi_j \right) \left( 1 - \phi_j \right) \frac{1}{\mu_j} + \left( \prod_{j=1}^{n} \phi_j \right) \frac{1}{\mu_{n+1}}. \tag{2}
\]

We did not find large differences in \( S_a \) (<10%) if \( \phi_{n+1} \) was chosen to be either the weighted gliding average Eq. 1, the mean of all estimable values \( \phi_{\text{mean}} \), or just the last value \( \phi_n \) if most \( \phi \) were low (<0.4). Because Eq. 2 for calculating \( S_a \) always contains \( \phi_{n+1} \), all \( S_a \) are theoretically affected by the value chosen for \( \phi_{n+1} \). The influence of the choice of \( \phi_{n+1} \) on \( S_a \), \( 1 \leq i \leq n \) increases toward the end of the study period. When the probability of staying is constant during the entire study period, Eq. 2 simplifies to the mean expected lifetime equation (Seber 1982):

\[
S_a = \frac{-1}{\ln(\phi^*)}. \tag{3}
\]

The mean stopover duration before a current capture at \( i \), \( S_b \), can, of course, be estimated with the same expression. However, since the recruitment analysis is run backwards in time, the estimates of \( \gamma \) are parameterized differently than those of \( \phi \). If there are \( n \) estimable \( \phi \) and \( \gamma \), the mean total stopover duration \( S_t \) of birds captured at \( i \) (\( 1 \leq i \leq n \)) is the following:

\[
S_t = \sum_{k=1}^{n} \left( \prod_{j=1}^{k-1} \phi_j \right) \left( 1 - \phi_j \right) \frac{1}{\ln(\phi_{k+1})} + \left( \prod_{j=1}^{k} \phi_j \right) \frac{1}{\ln(\gamma_{k+1})} + \left( \prod_{j=1}^{n} \gamma_j \right) \frac{1}{\ln(\gamma_{n+1})}. \tag{4}
\]

Closed-form formulas for an approximation of the variance of total stopover duration could theoretically be found by the delta method (see, for instance, Seber [1982]). However, the values of some components in this formula, namely the covariances between the \( \phi \)’s and the \( \gamma \)’s, were missing. This problem could be solved if the estimates of \( \phi \) and \( \gamma \) were derived from independent data sets by, for instance, splitting the data set randomly in half, but this makes poor use of the data. We instead resorted to bootstrapping (Efron and Tibshirani 1993). Using nonparametric bootstrap on the individual capture histories, we obtained confidence intervals of total stopover duration in all cases. A MATLAB (Anonymous 1992) program was written that performed 10,000 iterations each time. A compiled version named SODA is available (see Supplementary Material).

Application to Data: Examples

The data

In order to illustrate the method we have developed, and to demonstrate differences in estimates of stopover duration compared with earlier approaches, a typical data set originating from the study of bird migration was chosen. In a river delta in southern Switzerland (Bolle di Magadino 46°2’ N, 8°9’ E, 661 ha with ~37 ha covered by reeds, *Phragmites australis*), 486 m of mist nets were set during the autumn migration periods 1994–1996 in the reed bed. Catches was performed daily, with the same number of mist nets at fixed positions. All captured birds were aged (Jenni and Winkler 1994), examined for molt intensity (<20 vs. >20 body feathers growing), marked with individual rings, and released immediately thereafter. Retraps were treat-
ed in the same manner. We analyzed the data of all three years together.

Two species were chosen, the Reed Warbler (*Acrocephalus scirpaceus*) and the Reed Bunting (*Emberiza schoeniclus*), both inhabiting reed beds during the breeding and migration season, and breeding over most of Europe (Hagemeijer and Blair 1997). The Reed Warbler is a nocturnal long-distance migrant (Glutz von Blotzheim and Bauer 1991) that winters in tropical Africa. The Reed Bunting is a short-distance migrant that generally migrates during the day over continental Europe. Most individuals winter in the Mediterranean area or at coastal western Europe (Glutz von Blotzheim and Bauer 1997). In order to exclude most individuals belonging to the local breeding population that might not yet be on migration, we included all Reed Warblers that were caught for the first time after 14 August and all Reed Buntings caught after 13 September. Because adult and first-year birds migrate during slightly different periods, we included only first-year birds. Furthermore heavily molting Reed Warblers were excluded, because not all of them are likely to be on migration.

**Stopover duration of Reed Warblers**

During 70 d of the autumn migration period, 567 Reed Warblers were caught. Of these, 90 were recaptured once, 17 twice, and one bird three times. After pooling over five days, the number of capture occasions was reduced to 14, and the number of retraps was reduced to 54 birds recaptured once and seven recaptured twice. The goodness-of-fit tests for the most general model (Cormack-Jolly-Seber-model) to the data set containing 70 capture days ($\chi^2_{\text{df}} = 102.9, P = 0.10$) and to the pooled data set containing 14 capture occasions were not significant ($\chi^2_{\text{df}} = 32.7, P = 0.21$). None of the four subtests revealed significance, which indicated that the model assumptions were reasonably met.

When modeling stopover duration before and after capture, capture probability was constant throughout the study period (Table 1). The immigration probability was time dependent (model 2 in Table 1), whereas the most parsimonious model for describing emigration was constant in time (model 6 in Table 1). Therefore, total stopover duration was time dependent (Fig. 1). The 95% confidence intervals were quite wide and approximately symmetrical.

Minimum stopover duration was calculated as the difference in days between last and first capture plus one, because Reed Warblers are night-migrating birds and conceivably could have arrived (at the latest) the night preceding initial capture and departed (at the earliest) the night following last capture. Mean minimum stopover duration derived from the nonpooled data set was only approximately half as long as mean total stopover duration (Table 2).

**Stopover duration of Reed Buntings**

Of 1712 Reed Buntings caught, 47 were recaptured once, and two were recaptured twice, during 50 d of the autumn migration period. In the data set pooled over five days with 10 capture occasions, the number of recaptures was 35 birds recaptured once and one
neither the overall goodness-of-fit test ($\chi_5^2$ only slightly significant ($P = 0.15$), and the likelihood ratio test was clear. Two models (models 5 and 6 in Table 3) had in Table 3). Model selection for emigration was not probability of immigration was also constant (model 3 were constant in time for Reed Buntings (Table 3). The abilities for stopover duration before and after capture were constant, because the pooled data set had no similar problem, we considered the Cormack-Jolly-Seber model as the starting point.

As seen with the Reed Warblers, the capture probabilities for stopover duration before and after capture were constant in time for Reed Buntings (Table 3). The probability of immigration was also constant (model 3 in Table 3). Model selection for emigration was not clear. Two models (models 5 and 6 in Table 3) had almost the same AIC, and the likelihood ratio test was only slightly significant ($P = 0.047$). The simpler model had 1.128 times better support than the more complicated one, given the data (calculated from the Akaike weights; Burnham and Anderson 1998). We calculated total stopover duration for both models. If models 3 and 5 (Table 3) were used, total stopover duration was higher at the beginning of the study (Fig. 2). The 95% confidence intervals were very wide at beginning and much narrower thereafter. Mean stopover duration derived from models 3 and 6 (Table 3) was 7.13 d ($CI_{100} = 4.00–11.73$ d).

Minimum stopover duration was calculated as the difference in days between last and first capture, because Reed Bunting are day-migrating birds and might therefore have arrived just before initial capture and might depart just after last capture. Mean minimum stopover duration derived from the nonpooled data set was 38% shorter than total stopover duration (Table 2).

### DISCUSSION

The new method to estimate stopover duration

Stopover duration estimates, as proposed by this new method, are based on immigration and emigration probabilities. This requires that an area to and from which the animals immigrate and emigrate has been defined. The area that the animals cover by random movements within five days (in our examples), while still having the chance to be captured, is only crudely defined, however. If the coverage with mist nets or other traps is low, and the animals of consideration make nonrandom movements before leaving the area for another migration bout, estimated stopover duration is likely to be

**Table 2.** Different components of stopover duration (measured in days) estimated with the new method, compared with minimum stopover duration as used in most earlier studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Reed Warbler</th>
<th>Reed Bunting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duration (d)†</td>
<td>Duration (d)†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New method</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stopover duration before capture‡</td>
<td>6.24</td>
<td>3.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total stopover duration</td>
<td>12.25</td>
<td>7.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum stopover duration</td>
<td>6.00 (2–34)</td>
<td>4.41 (1–23)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: For the sake of comparison, stopover durations estimated with the new method were derived from the models with constant parameters $\{\phi, p\}$ and $\{\gamma, r\}$ for both species.

† Main entries are mean values; numbers in parentheses indicate range.
‡ Variable $S_b$ estimated using an equation analogous to Eq. 2 for $S_a$. See the Appendix for derivation.
§ Variable $S_a$ from Eq. 2. See the Appendix for derivation.

### Table 3. Selection of the most parsimonious models for the stopover duration before capture (immigration; models 1–3) and after capture (emigration; models 4–6) of the Reed Bunting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>np</th>
<th>DEV</th>
<th>AIC</th>
<th>Tests between models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) ${\gamma, r}$</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>374.60</td>
<td>408.60</td>
<td>Capture probability time-dependent,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) ${\gamma, r}$</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>382.65</td>
<td>402.65</td>
<td>(1) vs. (2): $\chi^2_5 = 8.05$, $P = 0.33$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) ${\gamma, r}$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>395.29</td>
<td><strong>399.29</strong></td>
<td>Immigration probability time-dependent,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) ${\phi, p}$</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>360.58</td>
<td>394.58</td>
<td>(2) vs. (3): $\chi^2_5 = 12.64$, $P = 0.12$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) ${\phi, p}$</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>367.96</td>
<td><strong>387.96</strong></td>
<td>Capture probability time-dependent,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) ${\phi, p}$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>383.72</td>
<td><strong>387.72</strong></td>
<td>(4) vs. (5): $\chi^2_5 = 7.38$, $P = 0.39$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Notation is as follows: np, number of estimable parameters; DEV, relative deviance given by SURGE; AIC, Akaike Information Criterion. Model notation follows Lebreton et al. (1992). Boldface denotes the AIC values of the models finally selected.
biased. The intensity and direction of the bias will depend on the relationship between probability of returning to the sampled area for those that were present vs. absent during the period before (Kendall et al. 1997). In contrast to Reed Warblers, Reed Buntings are known to move around a lot at a stopover place (Bastian 1992). This may explain the rather short stopover duration estimated for this species; true stopover duration might be longer. Therefore, stopover duration estimates obtained in rather small and well-defined sites (e.g., habitat islands) with a high coverage of traps will be more precise. If the site is large, the spatial distribution of the traps should be widespread in order to reduce the bias. The probability of movements within the stopover area can be estimated by multistate models (Nichols and Kendall 1995), requiring the use of at least two distinct trapping areas.

Pooling over capture occasions, as proposed for the two examples, has both disadvantages and advantages. It introduces a bias into the estimates that is a function of the capture and immigration/emigration probabilities, as well as depending on the degree of pooling (Hargrove and Borland 1994). For our examples, the bias in the immigration/emigration parameter estimates is expected to be <1%, because the degree of pooling, the daily capture probability, and the daily immigration/emigration probabilities were all rather low. Dual advantages of pooling also exist. The number of parameters to be estimated is reduced; hence identifiability problems are much less pronounced. Furthermore, the parameters are estimated with a higher precision. However, information regarding changes in the parameters during the pooling interval is lost. It depends on the emphasis of the study whether or not this is a serious lack.

Possible extensions of the new method

The proposed method has several possibilities of extension. First, it is possible to test whether different groups of animals (e.g., age or sex classes, animals in different years, fat and lean birds, molting and non-molting birds) differ in their immigration or emigration behavior. These covariates can be included into the model selection processes and tested as to whether they influence stopover duration before and after capture (Lebreton et al. 1992). However, in some cases, the effect of such factors on total stopover duration cannot be addressed. If, for instance, a factor increases stopover duration before capture, and decreases stopover duration after capture, then one cannot be sure whether the factor has an influence on total stopover duration. Second, it can be investigated whether transients (animals that stay one day only) are present (see Methods). If there are transients at the stopover place, their proportion can be estimated, and stopover duration of non-transient birds thus calculated (Pradel et al. 1997a). However, the proportion of transients should be estimated from the nonpooled data set. Third, evidence of possible trends of stopover duration with time can be tested in the model selection procedure (Lebreton et al. 1992).

The probability of immigration (1 - g) and emigration (1 - f) are each interesting on their own, providing insights into stopover ecology. For instance in migrating birds, influences of weather on the decision of landing and embarking could be addressed.

The examples and comparison with earlier methods

Although there were considerable differences in mean total stopover duration between Reed Warblers present at different times (range, 8.4–16.8 d), there seemed to be no overall time trend in stopover duration, and mean total stopover duration was 12.3 d. Reasons for the fluctuating stopover duration are unclear. It is possible that weather conditions, the migration of different populations at different times, or differences between years caused this variation. Two models for the determination of total stopover duration for Reed Buntings were quite similar. However the model with the highest support, given the data, was the constant-time model. Indeed, the estimates at the beginning of the migration season obtained from the time-dependent model had very large confidence intervals. Stopover duration estimates for the Reed Warbler at the beginning of the study period are probably less reliable, because the most parsimonious model for stopover duration before capture is time dependent. Because of this dependence, the estimates at the beginning of the study period are most strongly influenced by assumed values as derived from Eq. 3. The contrary is true for the stopover duration of the Reed Bunting, if the time-dependent model for emigration is considered. Here, because stopover duration after capture is time depen-
dent, the estimates on total stopover duration at the end of the study period are probably less reliable.

Total stopover duration estimated with this new method was considerably longer than stopover durations obtained with earlier methods. Estimates of stopover durations that are based on Cormack-Jolly-Seber types of models (e.g., Lavee et al. 1991, Holmgren et al. 1993, Kaiser 1995, Pradel et al. 1997b) correctly determine the time that birds spend at the stopover place after they have been caught for the first time. However, this is not total stopover duration, and the assumption that birds that were captured for the first time are new arrivals is unrealistic for most studies. For example at the Bolle di Magadino site, the daily capture probability (providing that the bird is at the site) is ~5% for Reed Warblers and ~1% for Reed Buntings, respectively. Hence, 95% of all Reed Warblers and 99% of all Reed Buntings are not caught at the arrival day.

The determination of stopover duration with the minimum stopover method (e.g., Cherry 1982) has several weaknesses and can give wrong and misleading results. All captured birds may be regarded as a random sample of birds stopping over at a given site. Hence, inferences about stopover duration must be based on all birds caught, and not only on birds that are caught at least twice. Otherwise, the estimated minimum stopover duration is an estimate only for those birds that are caught at least twice. For those birds, this estimate is indeed a minimum estimate, whereas this must not be the case for the entire population. If the true stopover duration of most birds is rather low, but few birds stay a long time and these birds are caught shortly after arrival and before departure, the minimum stopover duration overestimates true stopover duration. Considering only birds that were captured at least twice has often been justified by the assumption that birds caught only once are transients (e.g., Morris et al. 1994, Lyons and Haig 1995). But given the usually low capture probabilities with mist nets, this assumption is rather unrealistic. For example, if the daily capture probability is 5%, and all birds stay 10 d, a simple binomial model predicts that 59.9% of all birds present will not be caught, 31.5% will be caught once, and 8.6% more than once. Hence 78.5% of all captured birds are captured only once, but are not transients. This effect is less severe if capture probabilities are higher. Nevertheless, even if Reed Warblers are tape lured, daily capture probability does not exceed 25% (Schaub et al. 1999). For these reasons and those given in the Introduction, minimum stopover duration should not be used as an indication of stopover duration of the whole population and for the comparison of stopover behavior between groups. However minimum stopover duration can be helpful when a parameter (e.g., body mass change) of individual birds is related to the time they stayed at the stopover place (e.g., Lindström and Alerstam 1992, Schaub and Jenni 2000). Furthermore, it gives good results if the animals under consideration can be caught when entering and leaving a site, e.g., for migrating fishes that enter and leave a lake by a single river (e.g., Berg and Berg 1989, Shreffler et al. 1990).

The two main methods used thus far for estimating stopover duration of small passerine birds generally underestimate total stopover duration. They provide reliable estimates only for special cases: for minimum stopover duration, if capture probability is very high; and for stopover duration after capture, if almost all birds are captured at arrival. Hence, with few exceptions, conclusions thereof about migration strategies are questionable and should be reconsidered.
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APPENDIX

Derivation of the expressions for stopover duration before (Sb) and after (Sa) capture may be found online in ESA’s Electronic Data Archive: Ecological Archives E082-008-A1.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

A 10,000-iteration compiled version of the MATLAB program SODA may be found online in ESA’s Electronic Data Archive: Ecological Archives E082-008-S1.